Abstract – The purpose of marketplaces in an economic sense is the offering of a venue for selling and buying goods. On the internet, virtual marketplaces for trading goods have also been known since the 1990s. More recently, the marketplace idea has been extended towards the exchange of highly specialised, custom services which are technically implemented as redistributable web services. As opposed to tradable goods which are sold at a discrete point in time, the service marketplace retains its functionality beyond the purchase through continuous contracting and management of services. This additional activity increases the amount of required resources. For a scalable exchange between thousands of users, the underlying system and middleware thus needs to adhere to scalability principles known from service-oriented architectures. This paper confirms the idea of representing the middleware as a set of distributed platform services which can themselves be offered on service marketplaces.

I. Principles of Service Orientation

The definition of the principles of service orientation is subject to contextual and chronological variations [1,2]. Often-mentioned core principles include:

• Loose coupling between services and their users. This allows users to exchange one service for another based on functional equality and non-functional preferences.

• Reusability. This software-technological aspect is important for the idea of service orientation on the middleware level, as it mandates the offering of parts of the middleware as actual services.

• Discoverability and composability. These two properties lead to the requirement of a user-centric approach which can be realised by a service marketplace.

The application of these principles to service marketplaces will yield highly scalable platforms with many users and parallel service execution. Both the interactive marketplace and the execution need sophisticated middleware in order to enable rapid development of higher-level applications.

II. Overview on Middleware functionality

A middleware’s task is to mediate between services and systems. On service marketplaces, its functionality must support the provider and the consumer of services. Hence, it must offer interfaces for installing or referencing new services, for searching for services and for using them. This includes the pre-execution (configuration, contracting, allocation), execution (invocation, monitoring, adaptation) and post-execution (billing, rating, optimisation) steps.

Now that the functional requirement on middleware has been explained, the architectural requirement of dividing the functionality into services needs to be fulfilled. The principles of service orientation act as a guideline for the segmentation of common middleware functionality into separate, loosely-coupled, self-described, reusable and composable platform services.

III. Emergence of Platform Services

As shown in figure 1, platform services are aligned with other services. Both the system and users can search for them in the service registry, inspect their formal interface definition and invoke them through any protocol, with any authentication and contracting scheme already available for the other services offered on the marketplace. If for example the monitoring service provides different monitoring quality levels, each one having a unique price, a reseller can bundle distributable services with as much monitoring as is necessary to control a guaranteed quality level. Grid solution providers can buy as many BPEL execution and deployment services as necessary to offer a high availability service execution on top of the middleware, using the same or a custom marketplace.

Figure 2 shows a concrete example for services making use of monitoring information. A chain of value-adding platform services, each with a number of configurable and hence payable non-functional properties, is offered to service users. Each user can decide to purchase basic statistical information or aggregated, analysed charts and tables related to the performance indicators of the service execution.

The realisation imposes a number of challenges, most importantly the description of feature-based pricing rules and the restriction of access rights to trusted platform services. Only when these challenges are solved, the full potential of service users offering higher-level composed services can be utilised.

Figure 1: Emergence of distributable platform services

Figure 2: Value-adding chain of configurable platform services
This concept reaches beyond the traditional perception of platform services or Platform-as-a-Service (PaaS) where service and web interfaces to middleware components are offered, while the functionality is not encapsulated and made available as a redistributable service itself. A definite advantage can be seen in the inherent distributed computation through service orientation. At any time, parts of the platform can be externalised and run at different computers or data centres. In the example of the monitoring service, the collection of monitoring data can be decoupled from the aggregation of higher-level metrics and statistical computation.

IV. Analysis of Existing Middleware

Middleware systems can be analysed with comparison frameworks based on key requirements, architectural style and fundamental services [3]. The requirements include scalability, openness and distribution transparency. These properties can easily be covered by platform services. The architectural style calls for modularity, encapsulation and inheritance (or composition), which can also be offered by service orientation.

Fundamental services seem to differ according to the middleware's purpose and type such as transactional, message-oriented or object-oriented middleware [4]. The ones required for the operation of service marketplaces have been mentioned in section II already and will be used for the selection of middleware components for the comparison. We therefore introduce exposition as a service as an additional explicitly derived requirement.

Currently, only few web service hosting and trading platforms expose service interfaces to the controlling middleware. Even fewer offer platform services as redistributable, self-described, composable entities. The lack of formal service descriptions and instant-on usage as web service are the main limiting factors. The following table compares a selection of existing platform services. It includes middleware components from our own research as well as popular components with a high user base.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Platform/Service</th>
<th>Functionality</th>
<th>Service exposure</th>
<th>WSDL/WADL description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache ODE</td>
<td>BPFL execution</td>
<td>SOAP management API: service listing, process details, property manipulation</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dynvoker</td>
<td>Web service invocation</td>
<td>HTTP API for parameter control; XMLRPC API for service inspection and invocation</td>
<td>WSDL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>jBilling</td>
<td>Billing</td>
<td>SOAP API for bill management, invoices and payment</td>
<td>none</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grand SLAM</td>
<td>SLA monitor</td>
<td>SOAP API for service and SLA registration and monitoring</td>
<td>XSD</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| Contract Wizard  | Interactive SLA management | HTTP API for parameter control | none |
| ConQoMon         | Service discovery         | SOAP APIs for clients, providers and monitors                                    | WSDL |
| Puq              | Unified hosting environment | SOAP API for service deployment                                               | WSDL |

Other execution platforms and middleware systems like WSMX and WSOI and monitoring tools like WSMonitor are not exposing their functionality as services and were therefore not included in the table [5].

V. Discussion

Dividing monolithic middlewares into modular platform services and offering their functionality on virtual marketplaces along with other redistributable services leverages the advantages of service orientation. In particular, it allows for a greater variety of custom location-independent service offerings which is essential in service markets as opposed to tradable goods markets [6].

These concepts are being validated by us with a number of newly developed platform services, including contracting services with a HTTP/REST interface and Monitoring-as-a-Service (Maas) with a SOAP interface. We expect that in the future, distributed service-oriented middleware will be composed out of individual, specialised and redistributable platform services. This migration will have to be followed by intra-middleware and inter-middleware standardisation efforts on data and metadata exchange, including a common security concept, as well as a global approach to finding services. While UDDI’s Universal Business Registry was for a long time seen as the solution to the last issue, service search engines like Service Finder [7] and marketplaces like TESO [8] appear to become suitable means for runtime integration and composition. Eventually, they will allow the composition of arbitrary value-added service and customised middleware systems based on offerings from specialised providers.
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